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8 | Plant ID

Apple/Crabapple
Malus species

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Oval, round, or pyramidal to vase-shaped; 15 to 20 feet

LEAVES Simple; alternate; two to three inches long; serrated margins; glossy 
green on upper leaf, downy below

FLOWER Five petals; white, pink and/or red; fragrant; flowers may be single, 
double, or semi-double

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Crabapple diameter is two inches or less; apple diameter 
is larger than two inches; non-fruiting and persistent fruit cultivars available

BARK Smooth when young, thin and flaking in maturity
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10 | Plant ID

Arborvitae
Thuja species

CLASSIFICATION Evergreen conifer

HABIT/SIZE Pyramidal to rounded; upright branching habit; shrub to large 
tree, under three feet to greater than 40 feet

LEAVES Scale-like; opposite; overlapping and appressed

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Small cone; ovate to oblong; mature cone yellow to  
light brown

BARK Fibrous with shallow fissures, scales; reddish-brown to grey
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12 | Plant ID

Birch
Betula species

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Oval to pyramidal; medium tree; 40 feet tall

LEAVES Simple; alternate; usually ovate and sometimes lobed; toothed margins; 
medium green to dark green

FLOWER Monoecious; male catkins are long and cylindrical at the end of 
branches; female catkins stand upright on limbs

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Cone-like clusters

BARK Reddish-brown in immaturity turning white to shades of grey in  
maturity; often peeling
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14 | Plant ID

Boxelder
Acer negundo

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Large tree 30 to 50 feet tall

LEAVES Pinnately compound with three to five (sometimes seven) long and 
pointed leaflets; opposite; six to eight inches long; irregularly toothed; resemble 
green ash

FLOWER Dioecious with male and female flowers occurring on separate trees; 
female flowers are yellowish to greenish pendulous clusters (racemes)

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Fruits only on female trees; pairs of winged seeds (samaras) 
hanging in clusters; persistent into winter

BARK Brown with surface ridges in maturity; younger branches have  
waxy layer
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16 | Plant ID

Callery Pear/Bradford 
Pear
Pyrus calleryana

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Upright-branched tree; pyramidal to columnar in youth but tends 
to spread with age; 30 to 50 feet tall

LEAVES Simple; alternate; leathery, glossy, and dark green

FLOWER White with five petals; three-quarter-inch wide; appears in early 
spring in dense corymbs; does not smell good

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Small, one-half-inch diameter; inedible; greenish-yellow

BARK Brown and shiny when young; gray-brown, furrowed in maturity; 
Callery pears have thorns, while Bradford pears do not
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18 | Plant ID

Sour Cherry/Pie  
Cherry/Tart Cherry
Prunus cerasus

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Small to medium tree from 8 to 15 feet tall; shrubby; limbs are 
slender and tend to sag

LEAVES Simple; alternate; three inches long; elliptic to ovate with leaves ending 
in pointed tips; serrated margins; glossy dark green

FLOWER White or pink with five petals; grouped in clusters; self-fertile

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Red to dark red drupe with long stalks

BARK Grey-brown or red-brown with lenticels as a young tree; scale-like in 
maturity
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20 | Plant ID

Cotoneaster/Hedge 
Cotoneaster
Cotoneaster lucidus

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Upright shrub with spreading branches; eight to ten feet tall

LEAVES Simple; alternate; up to one and three-quarter inches; elliptic-ovate 
to oblong-ovate; shiny green above, hairy underneath

FLOWER Small pink flower clusters

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Round; three-quarter inch diameter; berry-like fruit; 
persistent

BARK Brown with lenticels; can become peeling with maturity
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22 | Plant ID

Douglas-Fir
Pseudotsuga menziesii

CLASSIFICATION Evergreen conifer

HABIT/SIZE Pyramidal; open; tiered branches; lower branches drooping; large 
tree 80 to 150 feet tall

LEAVES Spirally arranged but may appear two-ranked; shiny; two stomatal 
white bands on underside of needles; one inch long; flattened; blue green to 
grey green

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Female (seed) cones on the tips of branches;  pendulous; 
tan; three to four inches long with obvious three-pronged bracts protruding 
between scales

BARK Thick, fissured; reddish-brown in maturity
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24 | Plant ID

Elm
Ulmus species

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Arching, oval, upright and vase-shaped; large tree 40 or more  
feet tall

LEAVES Simple; alternate; oval and pointed with asymmetrical bases (at the 
base of the leaf one side is shorter); doubly-toothed margins; dark green with 
prominent veins

FLOWER Inconspicuous and lacking petals

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Small, oval, winged fruits (samara) appear on twigs before 
the leaves

BARK Grayish-brown; deeply furrowed in maturity
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26 | Plant ID

Fir
Abies species

CLASSIFICATION Evergreen conifer

HABIT/SIZE Pyramid-shaped; narrow crown; medium to large tree, up to  
100 feet

LEAVES Flat, soft needles around one inch long; spirally-arranged; most species 
with two white stomatal bands; grayish-green to light bluish-green

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Female seed cones are upright, barrel shaped and around 
four inches long; resinous; at the top of the tree. Male (pollen) cones are bluish 
and found beneath the leaves.

BARK Immature bark is greyish-green with resin blisters. Mature bark is gray 
to white with resin swellings.
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28 | Plant ID

Grape
Vitis species

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Woody perennial vine

LEAVES Simple; alternate; toothed and lobed

FLOWER Insignificant individually; inflorescences may be large clusters

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Berries occur in clusters; light green or deep red to  
purplish-black

BARK Flaking or shredding in strips on older stems
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30 | Plant ID

Green Ash
Fraxinus pennsylvanica

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Upright, rounded, large tree; 50 to 60 feet tall

LEAVES Compound, usually with five to seven leaflets; opposite; toothed leaf 
margins; dark green

FLOWER Male and female flowers on separate trees

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Flattened with a paper-like wing; usually in clusters

BARK Gray and furrowed with loose ridges
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32 | Plant ID

Hackberry
Celtis occidentalis

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Oval to vase-shaped tree; large tree 40 to 60 feet

LEAVES Simple; alternate; two to five inches long; ovate; medium green above, 
lighter underneath

FLOWER Greenish-yellow; inconspicuous

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Berry is a one-third-inch drupe; reddish-purple; can  
be persistent

BARK Smooth gray bark while young; with corky ridges in maturity
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34 | Plant ID

Hawthorn
Crataegus species

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Small to medium tree

LEAVES Simple; alternate; usually toothed; may or may not be lobed;  
glossy green

FLOWER White to pink flowers with five petals; usually in clusters at top of 
branches

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Persistent red or yellow pome (fruit)

BARK Shaggy, rough texture with maturity
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36 | Plant ID

Thornless Honeylocust
Gleditsia triacanthos f. inermis

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Large tree up to 70 feet

LEAVES Compound (pinnate or bipinnate) with 20 to 30 oval leaflets; alternate; 
up to seven inches long

FLOWER Inconspicuous; light yellow-green flowers in spikes in spring

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Flat, red-brown, curling pods around eight inches long can 
be persistent; some cultivars are nonfruiting

BARK Gray, flat plates that lift at edges
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38 | Plant ID

Buckeye and  
Horsechestnut
Aesculus species

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Upright and oval; large tree 50 to 75 feet tall and 40 to 65 feet wide

LEAVES Palmately compound with five to seven long and pointed leaflets; 
opposite; three to six inches long; doubly-serrate margins; dark green

FLOWER Upright terminal flower clusters/panicles appear in late spring

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Shiny, dark brown seeds inside a bristly husk

BARK Becomes gray with maturity
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40 | Plant ID

Juniper
Juniperus species

CLASSIFICATION Evergreen conifer

HABIT/SIZE Small ground cover shrub to tree

LEAVES Opposite or in whorls around the stem; scale-like; blueish-green

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Female seed cone is a purple-black, berry-like cone with a 
bloomy, blue, waxy coating. Plants are dioecious, with male and female cones 
on separate plants.

BARK Scaly, thin, shreddy; brown to reddish-brown; peeling off in strips
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42 | Plant ID

Lilac
Syringa species

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Multi-stem shrub to small tree

LEAVES Simple; opposite; heart-shaped at the base with a pointed tip

FLOWER Purple to white in large clusters; fragrant; large conical to narrow- 
pyramid-shaped panicles; single or double flowers

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Brown, flattened seed capsules which persist into winter

BARK Younger stems are lustrous brownish-gray with small raised lenticels. 
Older stems are gray with smooth bark and prominent horizontal lenticels.
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44 | Plant ID

Linden
Tilia species

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Large to medium tree with a pyramid shape

LEAVES Simple; alternate; four to eight inches long; heart-shaped with oblique 
base; margin coarsely-toothed; dark green above and lighter green on the 
underside

FLOWER Five-petaled yellow flowers in pendulous clusters (cymes); fragrant

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Dry nutlets with a long, strap-like bract

BARK Gray; ridged and furrowed
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46 | Plant ID

Maple
Acer species

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Small shrub to large tree

LEAVES Simple; opposite; palmately-lobed

FLOWER Yellow or greenish-yellow flowers; in pendulous clusters; appear in 
early spring before leaves open

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Winged samaras in pairs

BARK Gray-brown and smooth on young trunks; older trunks furrowed with 
long, irregular plates
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48 | Plant ID

European Mountain 
Ash
Sorbus aucuparia

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Small to medium tree from 20 to 30 feet

LEAVES Pinnately compound with nine to fifteen leaflets per leaf; alternate; 
six to eight inches long; slightly serrated leaf margins

FLOWER White, five-petaled flowers in flat-topped clusters

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Small bright red to orange or yellow pome (fruit); clusters

BARK Smooth gray to coppery-brown bark with prominent lenticels; rougher 
bark on mature trees
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50 | Plant ID

Bur Oak
Quercus macrocarpa

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Irregular, round shape; large tree 70 to 80 feet tall

LEAVES Simple; alternate; four to eight inches long; five to seven rounded lobes; 
glossy, dark green above and pale green below

FLOWER Small spikes for female, drooping catkins for male

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Large, two-inch diameter, fringed acorns

BARK Dark gray to gray-brown; becoming deeply ridged and furrowed  
when mature
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52 | Plant ID

Pine
Pinus species

CLASSIFICATION Evergreen conifer

HABIT/SIZE Small shrub to large tree

LEAVES Borne in clusters of two, three, or five; persist for two or more years; 
sharply pointed

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Cones are variable in size and shape and may be persistent 
on the tree for several years. Separate male and female cones are on the  
same tree.

BARK Majority have thick, scaly bark, but can be thin and flaky, reddish-brown 
to gray in color
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54 | Plant ID

Quaking Aspen/Poplar/
Cottonwood
Populus species

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Medium to large tree

LEAVES Simple; alternate; finely-toothed margins; size, color, and shape vari-
able

FLOWER Dioecious. Male and female flowers are dangling catkins that appear 
before the leaves.

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Fruit is a drooping cluster of capsules containing many 
seeds

BARK Grayish-white and furrowed in maturity
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56 | Plant ID

Colorado Blue Spruce
Picea pungens

CLASSIFICATION Evergreen conifer

HABIT/SIZE Conical or pyramid-shaped with stiff horizontal branches; large 
tree 50 to 150 feet tall

LEAVES One to two inches long; four-sided and flat with a sharp pointed tip; 
prickly; stomatal white lines on each side. A peg-like stalk supports each needle. 
Green to blue-green due to wax

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Cylindrical cones two to five inches long; light brown with 
thin papery scales; usually found near top of tree; seeds are dark brown and 
three-quarters of an inch long

BARK Grey with large scales
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58 | Plant ID

Virginia Creeper
Parthenocissus quinquefolia

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Woody vine; 30 to 50 feet long or more

LEAVES Palmately compound with five leaflets; alternate; dark green

FLOWER Small; yellow-green with five petals

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Blue-black berries are round and five to eight millimeters 
wide

BARK Rough and gray-brown with concave leaf scars; becomes woodier  
with age
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60 | Plant ID

White Willow/Golden 
Willow
Salix alba

CLASSIFICATION Deciduous broadleaf

HABIT/SIZE Arching, upright, large tree from 75 to 100 feet

LEAVES Simple; alternate; up to four inches long; lanceolate; toothed margin; 
bright green to dark green

FLOWER Male and female flowers appear as catkins on separate trees.

FRUIT/SEED/CONE Seeds are within a two-valved capsule

BARK Yellow to golden twigs and young branches; brown to yellow-brown bark 
is deeply furrowed in maturity
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